The SINET mission is to advance innovation by enabling collaboration between the public and private sectors to defeat global cyber security threats.
The New Paradigm
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- **Q**: WHAT WILL THE WARRIOR-GUARDIAN OF THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE?

  - **Yo! Dude... back here.**

  - **Cyber Security**
Trends Driving Change

- Healthy M&A market: Enterprise value up 2,000% from Q-1 2011 to Q-1 2012
- Cybersecurity R&D Funding flat or up:
- Government Cybersecurity budgets flat or up
- System Integrators looking at partnerships and or M&A with small companies
- Growth trends: BYOD, Mobility, Apps, Social Media, Big Data, Cloud
- Increasing threats: APT, more devices, more apps, more to protect
- Private equity is now investing
- VC investments up
- Zero legislative proposals pre 2009, now there are Fifty plus bills
- More Cybersecurity start ups and they are coming to the Beltway
- More Cybersecurity public private partnership models
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Why Are We Here?

1. To advance innovation, lead change and build trusted global collaboration models between the public and private sectors to defeat Cybersecurity threats.

2. To bridge the gap between builders, buyers, researchers and investors – the ecosystem of the entrepreneur.

3. To increase awareness of innovative solutions into the industry & government markets by providing a voice for the entrepreneur.

4. Easy to talk about the problem – looking for solutions & change agents to lead & “Get on the Innovation Train”.

5. Making a difference by building communities of interest & trust…